Raman and polarized ir spectra have been obtained on built-up monomolecular films of poly(a-aminoisobutyric acid), and analyzed in the context of normal mode calculations on 310-, a-, and a'-helix conformations of this molecule. The average discrepancy between observed and calculated frequencies is significantly smaller for the 3,,helix than for the other structures. This, together with the more satisfactory explanation of several special features of the spectra, indicates that this polypeptide adopts a 310-helix conformation in such thin films.
INTRODUCTION
Peptide units containing a-aminoisobutyric acid (AIB) residues exert signifipant constraints on the conformational freedom of the polypeptide backbone.I4 This constraint arises from the steric interactions between the two methyl groups attached to the Ca atom, resulting in restrictions on the dihedral angles of the backbone to values very close to those of right-or left-handed 3,,-or a-helices.
Burgess and Leach' have suggested an obligatory a-helical structure for poly(a-aminoisobutyric acid) (PAIB). M a l~o l m ,~.~ on the basis of ir and electron-diffraction studies of oriented films of PAIB, has reported a 3,,-helical structure. Also, experimental work on small peptides containing AIB residues has demonstrated that the conformation of the backbone is always a right-or left-handed 3 , , -h e l i~.~'~ Using classical potential energy functions and energy minimization, Venkataram Prasad and Sasisekharar? have worked out the relative stabilities of a-and 3,,-helical structures for PAIB. Their analysis indicates the necessity for nonplanar distortion of the peptide units as observed in the crystal structures of peptides with AIB residues,"I5 and they propose a helical structure with n = 4 and h = 1.5 A (named a') as energetically more favorable than the standard 3,,-helix. Recently,
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Patterson et al., 3 in their conformational analysis of oligomers of AIB, have shown that the conformation is very sensitive to the covalent geometry of the residue, particularly the bond angles between the substituents on the Ca atom. Symmetrical tetrahedral geometry around CQ favors the a-helical conformation, whereas the asymmetric geometry observed in most of the crystalsg-15 gives the 3,,-conformation as the favored structure.
Such variations among the various theoretically proposed structures prompted us to undertake a vibrational spectroscopic analysis of the structure of PAIB. With our success in deriving maximally transferrable vibrational force fields for polypeptides,lGZ2 we are now in a position to exploit the full potential of vibrational spectroscopy in determining structure in polypeptides and proteins. 23 The applicability of such techniques has already been demonstrated by some of the work reported from our l a b o r a t~r y .~~-~~ Except for brief reports by Elliot31 and M a l~o l m ,~ there has been no attempt to analyze the ir and Raman spectra of PAIB. In this paper we report Raman and polarized ir spectra of multimonomolecular layers of PAIB and N-deuterated PAIB (PAIB-ND). Normal mode analysis was carried out using three structural models, the a -h e l i~,~~ the 310-helix,2 and the a'-helix. 2 Since the same force field is used for the three calculations, the results distinctly show the influence of conformation on the vibrational frequencies. A comparison between the theoretical prediction and the experimental results clearly indicates that of the three structures, the 310-helix gives the best frequency fit. Thus, the vibrational analysis suggests that in such very thin films, PAIB has a 3,,-helical conformation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The polymer employed in this study was a small specimen prepared by W. E. Hanby of Courtaulds Limited and is the same as used previously? Oriented samples were prepared by first dissolving about 5 mg polymer in 0.5 mL dichloroacetic acid, purified by vacuum distillation. The solution was made up to 5 mL with chloroform (reagent grade, redistilled). Approximately 0.005 mL of the solution was spread on the surface of twice-distilled water in a Langmuir trough, forming a molecular monolayer that was then collapsed between two barriers moved across the surface. The final separation of the barriers was slightly greater than the width of the specimen plate used to remove the film. The film was removed by drawing the plate, with a n up and down motion, across the surface between the barriers. This produced a specimen oriented with the polymer chains aligned parallel to the up and down motion of the plate. The specimen was dried down on the plate and the procedure was repeated until sufficient polymer had been deposited to give good spectra. Plates of barium fluoride or KRS5 VIBRATIONAL ANALYSIS. XXIV 2027 were used for ir spectra and pieces of microscope slide for Raman spectroscopy. N-deuterated specimens were prepared in a similar manner by using 0-deuterated dichloroacetic acid, and the monolayers were spread on dilute HC1 (pH 3) to minimize exchange with hydrogen.
The ir spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer 577 or 598 spectrophotometer. The peak positions are accurate to k 2 cm-'. For polarized ir spectra a wire-grid polarizer with the specimen set a t 45" to the slit of the spectrometer was used. Raman spectra were recorded on a Spex 1403 spectrometer at a resolution of -2 cm -I . The power on the samples, at the 5145-A line of an Ar ion laser, was about 130 and 100 mW for undeuterated and deuterated specimens, respectively.
NORMAL MODE CALCULATION
Structure, Symmetry, and Selection Rules
For the normal mode calculations we used an isolated helical chain structure, since interchain interactions are expected to be very weak. The structural parameters (bond lengths, bond angles, and hydrogen bonds) and the dihedral angles (+ = -57.37" and + = -47.49") for the a-helical structure were the same as those derived by Arnott and Dovesz from a n x-ray diffraction refinement procedure. For the 310-helix ( n = 2.99, h = 2.01 A, 4 = -45", and + = -30") and the a'-helix ( n = 4.00, h = 1.48 A, + = -55", and + = -60"), the structural parameters reported by Venkataram Prasad and Sasisekharan2 were used. (We have chosen the structure for the 3,,-helix that is closest to the standard one, namely, with three residues per turn and an axial repeat of 6 A.33 Although it appears not to be the lowest energy structure, the dihedral angles of the latter, viz., 4 = -50", + = -30": are close enough that the vibrational frequencies are not expected to be significantly different.) The hydrogen-bonding pattern is different in the three structures, the 310-helix being of the i + 3 + i type, while the a-and a'-helices are of the i + 4 + i type. The hydrogen-bond strengths are in the order 310 > a > a' (hydrogen-bond parameters for all the three helices are listed in Table I ).
Except for Ha being replaced by a CH, group [the CH3W group], the chemical residue in PAIB is the same as in poly(L-alanine), and thus, 
Force Field
As a starting point, we transferred without change all the necessary force constants from a-poly(L-alanine),21 even though we recognized that the presence in PAIB of a CH, group in place of H a would result in different interactions around C' . This force field was used to compute the frequencies and their potential energy distributions (PED) for the three structural models.
In general, the fit to the experimental data was very satisfactory, with only those modes having the largel' contribution from the CH, (2) group showing some discrepancies. Besides such discrepancies common to all the structures, a detailed comparison showed that the computed frequencies for the 3,,-helix were generally in better agreement with the observed values. For instance, the amide V mode observed at 694 (ir,) and 680 (ir$ was predicted at 699 (El) and 672 (A) by the 3,,-helix, at 656 (El) and 629 (A) by the a-helix, and at 625 (El) and 619 (A) cm-1 by a'-helix. A mixed mode (CN stretch + CCz asymmetric stretch + CH, rock) observed at 1214 (R) and 1210 (ir$ was predicted at 1194 (A), 1177 (A), and 1186 (A) cm-l by the 310-, a-, and a'-helices, respectively. Apart from these prominent differences, there were about 10 more cases in which, although the differences were not as large, the 3,,-helix gave better agreement. We therefore used the 3,,-helix in making slight adjustments in the force constants that influence the CC2 [Ca(CH,),] group (these changes are essentially independent of conformation).
A total of 25 force constants ( Table I1 are associated with the CC2 group and were refined by a least-squares method. Dispersions in these force constants in the range of 0.1-0.6 average 5%. It is interesting that the force constants associated with the backbone of the chain did not require any alteration, confirming the fact that the conformations of a-and 3,,-helices are very close.4 Although the above force constants were refined for the 3,0-helix, they also improved the fit between theoretical and experimental values when used for a and a' in the final calculations. For a complete force field for PAIB, readers will require all the relevant force constants from our work,20,21 as well as the 25 constants listed in Table I1 of this paper. This force field has been used to compute the frequencies of the 3,,, a-, and a'-helical structural models for PAIB and the corresponding N-deuterated derivatives. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Poly(a-Aminoisobutyric Acid)
We present in Fig. 1 the polarized ir spectra of PAIB and PAIB-ND, and in Fig. 2 the Raman spectra of these materials-in both cases, 1800 1600 1400 1200 1000 800 600 400 thin films prepared by the Langmuir trough technique described above. The observed band frequencies are given in Tables I11 and IV, together with the calculated frequencies and PEDs of the 310-, a-, and a'-helices.
The NH stretch (amide A) mode is observed at 3272 (ir,,) cm-'. This is lower than the values found for a-poly(L-aIanine)l8 (3307 cm-') and P-poly(~-alanine)~~ (3276 cm-l), which might suggest that the hydrogen bond in PAIB is stronger than those in the other two structures. However, amide A is perturbed by Fermi r e s~n a n c e , '~~~~ and therefore, a meaningful conclusion can be drawn only by comparing unperturbed frequencies. The ir spectrum indicates the presence of two amide B modes (of A species, as in the case of amide A), at 3060 and 3030 cm-l. (It might be noted that this is in contrast to the a-helix of poly(Lalanine), which exhibits only a single amide B mode at 3058 ~m -l .~~)
The integrated area ratios of these bands to the amide A band are 0.0518 and 0.0566, respectively, leading'6z34 to unperturbed frequencies of v$ = 3262 cm-l, vg = 3070 cm-1 and v i = 3259 cm-l, u O g = 3043 cm-I, respectively.
These results lead to some interesting conclusions. The value of (2) as2 (46) CH3 (1) as1 (50),CH3(2) as2(35),CH3 (2) asl (14) CH3 (1) as1 (49),CH3(2) as2(38),CH3 (2) asl (12) CH,(1) as1(48),CH3(2) as2(40),CH3 (2) asl (12) CHS (1) a~1(50),CH3(2) ~2(31),CH, (2) a~l (18) CH3 (1) as1 (47),CH3(2) as2(40),CH3 (2) asl (12) CH3 (1) (2) as2 (12) CH3 (1) as2 (49),CH3 (2) as1 (32),CH3 (2) as2 (18) CH,(1) as2(50),CH3(2) as1(38),CH3 (2) as2 (12) 4 ci Table I11 (continued) (29) CH,(2) ab1(45),CH3 (1) ab2 (23),CH3 (2) ab2 (15) CH3 (2) ( 1) ab2 (13) CH, (2) (2) r2 (28),CCZ as (17) CH3 ( 1) r1(39),CH,(2) r2 (27) ,CCz as(17),CH3 (2) rl (10) CH, (1) In the A and El blocks, the modes are grouped in three's. In each group, the first entry is for the 3,0-helix, the second for the a-helix, and the third for the a'-helix.
In the E, block, only modes due to aand a'-helices are listed; the first of the group is due to a and the second to a'. Unperturbed frequency. (2) ab1 (28),CH3 (2) ab2 (14),CH3 (1) abZ (10) CH,(l) ab1(32),CH3 (2) ab1 (25),CH3 (2) ab2 (17) CH3 (1) ab1 (29),CH3 (2) ab1 (28),CH3 (2) ab2 (15), CH3(1) ab2(10) CH3(2) ab1(37),CH3 (1) ab1 (26),CH3 (1) abZ (11) CH3 (2) ab1 (43),CH3 (1) abl (21),CH3 (1) ab2 (15) CH3 (1) ab2 (45),CH3 (2) abl (34) CH3 (1) ab2 (48),CH3 (2) ab1 (28),CH3(1) abl(l0) CH,(1) ab2(54),CH3 (2) abl (25) CH3(l) ab2(43),CH3(2) abl(30),CH3 (1) abl (14) CH3 (1) ab2 (45),CH3 (2) ab1 (24),CH3 (1) abl (18) CH3 (1) (2) abl (30) CH,(l) ab2(54),CH3 (2) abl (28) CH,(2) ab2(48),CH3 (1) (2) ab2 (24),CH3 (1) ab2 (15) CH,(2) ab1(28),CH3 (2) ab2 (22),CH3(1) abl(lZ),CH,(l) ab2 (11) CH3 (2) ab1 (44),CH3 (1) ab2 (24),CN s(12) CH@) abl(46),CH3 (1) ab2 (22),CN ~( 1 2 ) CH3(2) ab1(46),CH3 (1) ab2 (17),CN s (14) CHa (2) ab2 (40),CH3 (2) abl (16),CH3 (1) abl (12) CH,(1) ab2(10) CH,(2) ab2(39),CH3 (1) ab1 (20),CH3 (2) abl (13) CH3 (2) (1) sb (35) CH3 (2) (1) r1(23),CH3(2) r1(16),CH3(2) r2(14) CH3 (1) r1 (32),CH3 (2) r2 (22),CH3 (2) rl(l7),ND ib(l1) CH3 (1) r1 (25),ND ib(19),CH3(2) r1(19),CH3(2) r2(19) CH,(l) rl(50),CH8 (2) r2 (17),ND ib (12) CH3 (1) r1 (48),CH3 (2) r2(19),ND ib (14) CH3 (2) r2 (36),ND ib(lS),CC, as(13),CH3 (2) rl (12) CH3 (2) r2 (27),ND iM221,NO ~ (11) ND ib(34),CH3(2) r2(19) ND ib(34),CH3 (2) r2 (17),CH3 (1) r1 (15),CCz as (14) ND ib(39),CH3 (2) r2(13),NCa s(10),CH3(1) r2(10) ND ib(37),CH3 (1) r1 (15),CCz as(ll),CH3 (2) r2 (11) CH3 (2) (2) r2 (22),CH3 (1) rl (15),NCa ~( 1 2 ) CC, ss(35),CH3 (1) r1 (21),CH3 (2) r2 (21) CC, ss(25),CH3 (2) r2 (24),CH3 (1) rl (14),NCU ~(131 CH,(l) r2 ( (3279 cm-') and P-poly(L-alanine) (3242 cmThis indicates that the hydrogen bond in PAIB is stronger than that in an a-helix, which would be consistent with the proposed 3,,-helix structure (and, incidentally, inconsistent with the a'-helix structure-see Table I ) . Our adjustment of f(C01, f(NH), and f ( H --. 0) (see above) is reasonably based on this observation and leads to a good prediction of this frequency.
[It is important to note that the predicted frequencies of vR for the a-and a'-helices are essentially the same as for the 3,,-helix because we have, inappropriately, kept these force constants the same for all three structures; this was done in order to examine only the effects of conformational differences. Appropriate values of these force constants would result in a higher predicted frequency for the a-helix (-3279 cm-'1 and a much higher frequency for the a'-helix.] The v O g values also support a S,,-helix structure. If, as is likely,34 these two bands arise from overtones of amide 11, then their observed difference of 27 cm-' is more consistent with the predicted (and calculated) difference of 28 cm-l for the 3,,-helix (2 x 1545 -2 x 1531 = 3090 -3062 = 28) than with the expected difference of 42 cm-l for the other structures. Interestingly, both vs values are about 20 cm-l lower than the expected values of the overtones for the 3,,-helix, whereas for a-poly(L-alanine), the difference is 4 cm-1. 34 This may indicate that the anharmonicities in PAIB are significantly different from those in a n a-helix, thus providing further evidence that the structure is not a-helical. Such a difference could arise from the greater crowding of backbone atoms in the 310-helix than in the a-helix: ca . . . 0, N . . . N, and N . . . 0 distances are significantly shorter in the former than in the latter structure.
The CH, stretch modes are reasonably well accounted for, although we do not reproduce small splittings in the ir bands nor between ir and Raman. As in a similar situation in a-poly(L-alanine),18,z1 such splittings may arise from intermolecular CH3 -. -CH3 interactions.
The observed difference between Raman and ir amide I (mainly CO stretch) modes is 3 cm-' in a-poly(L-alanine)18 and 9 cm-' in PAIB.
The predicted difference for the 3,0-helix is 4 cm-', but this is twice as large as that predicted for the a-helix (with no difference predicted for the a'-helix). As noted above, these splittings are contributed to by transition dipole coupling interactions and reflect the conformational differences between the helices. The absolute frequency agreement cannot be compared because of the use of the same f(C0) force constant for all three structures. If this force constant were adjusted in accordance with the relative hydrogen-bond strengths, then, as discussed above, a higher frequency would be calculated for the a-helix and a much higher frequency for the a'-helix.
The amide I1 modes (NH in-plane bend plus CN stretch) are very well predicted by the 3,,-helix, whereas the a-and a'-helices give sig-nificantly lower frequencies than are observed. This must be predominantly a conformational effect, since the relevant force constants are the same for all structures.
The CH, bend modes are, of course, predicted comparably by all three structures. The frequency agreement is satisfactory, except that the splitting between the 1455, and 1467,, cm-' bands in the ir is not accounted for by the calculation, probably for reasons similar to those discussed in connection with the CH, stretch modes.
In the 1350-1200-cm-' region, we find bands associated with CC2 stretch and with amide I11 (mostly NH in-plane bend) modes. Although the frequency agreement is reasonable for all the structures, the predictions for the 310-helix are somewhat better, as is seen for bands near 1303, 1280, and 1212 cm-I. It is gratifying, if not surprising, that the calculation accounts well for strong ir bands at 1227, and 1210, cm associated with CC, stretch, in a region where no absorption is found for a-poly(L-alanine).18,21
In the 1200-700-~m-~ region, most modes allow no real distinction to be made between the three structures. (We have no explanation for the Raman bands observed in the 1125-1040-cm-' region: none of the structures predicts such vibrational modes. The intensity level in this region varies from sample to sample and seems to be related to the fluorescence of the sample.) The observed bands near 820M cm-I distinctly favor the 310-helix (although this is countered by the poorer agreement for the 762W Raman band).
In the conformation-sensitive region below 700 cm-I, several observed bands strongly favor the 3,,-helix. Thus, the amide V (NH outof-plane bend plus CN torsion) modes at 6948, and 680M,, cm-' in the ir are very well accounted for by the Slo-helix, but very large discrepancies occur for the a-and a'-helices. A Raman band at 642W cm-l is satisfactorily predicted by the 310-helix structure but not as well by the others. The observed bands near 425 cm-1 are best accounted for by the 310-helix. And the correct order of the 367M, and 362S!, CC2 wag modes is given only by the 310-helix.
In summary, several key features in the comparison between observed and calculated frequencies of PAIB definitively favor a predominant 310-helix conformation of this polypeptide in monolayer films. The a'-helix is clearly disfavored.
Poly(a-Aminoisobutyric Acid)-ND
The results of N-deuteration are consistent with the normal mode calculation on PAIB. They also favor, although not as conclusively, the 3,,-helix.
The ND stretch modes are found at 24148 and 2460M cm-' in the ir. In distinction to a-poly(~-alanine),~~ the fundamental contributes mostly to the lower frequency. Also, no splitting is observed in amide 2062 DWIVEDI, KRIMM, AND MALCOLM B', which was the case for PAIB. From the observed integrated area ratio I B I I A = 0.794, we find v i = 2434 and vk = 2440 cm-'. The calculated ND stretch frequency, using the same value of f(NH) as in PAIB, is 37 cm-1 lower than v i . This is similar to the situation for aand P-poly(~-alanine-ND),~~ where differences of 40-50-cm occur, and is probably due to different anharmonicities in PAIB and PAIB-ND. If v; is associated with a combination similar to that found in poly(Lalanine-ND),j4 namely, between amide 11' (mainly CN plus CaC stretch) and ND in-plane bend, then a possibility is 1472(E,) + 966(E,) = 2438(A). The specific combination may be uncertain because of lack of information about anharmonicities.
The CO stretch mode is found to shift down by 16 cm-I in the ir, from 1656 to 1640 cm I, significantly more than the 8 cm-1 observed in a-poly(L-alanine).18121 (We attribute the observed ir bands near 1655 and 1650 cm to the presence of a significant amount of undeuterated material.) The calculated decreases are 10, 8, and 7 cm for the 310-, a-, and a'-helices, respectively. The comparable Raman shift is 7 cm-I compared to 3 cm-I for a-poly(L-alanine). The calculated shift in this case is 6 cm-I, the same for all three structures.
The appearance of the amide 11' mode at 1472 cm-I is expected and reasonably well predicted. The CH, antisymmetric bend modes of PAIB near 1467(ir) and 1450(R) cm are also observed in PAIB-ND, but what is surprising is that other CH, bend modes appear in the spectra of the deuterated molecule. This would seem to be the case for the surprisingly strong new band at 1424 cm-I (which is not too well predicted) and a CH, symmetric bend mode near 1375 cm-'. Assuming these assignments to be correct, such intensity changes may arise from a change in the local environment of the CH, groups.
The observed bands in PAIB having a significant NH in-plane bend component, viz., at 1339(R), 1313(R), and 1280(R,ir) cm-', disappear, as expected, on N-deuteration, which is well accounted for by the calculation on PAIB-ND. As a result, although some of the other modes in this general region (1350-1150 cm l ) are predicted to remain essentially constant, and do (e.g., near 1230 and 1210 cm-,), still others are expected to shift: the mode near 1300 cm-I is predicted to shift up slightly, but is found to move about the same amount in the opposite direction; and the mode near 1170 cm-l is predicted to shift up significantly and change in character, and the observed band in PAIB is absent in the spectra of PAIB-ND. It is difficult to choose between the structures on the basis of this region, although the small shift in the 1210(ir) cm-I band and the frequency agreement for the 1229(R) cm-I band would both tend to favor the 3,,-helix. Incidentally, the new bands in PAIB-ND near 1010 and 980 cm due to ND in-plane bend are moderately well accounted for by the calculation, although they can provide no diagnostic help because of the uncertainties about anharmonicities.
In the 1000-500-cm-~ region, the skeletal stretch and deformation modes behave generally as predicted, with a tendency to favor the 310-helix. The 950(R) cm-l band of PAIB is predicted to shift down by about 5 cm-l, and is observed to do so. The predicted downward shift of the PAIB bands near 920 cm-1 is found, although a structural preference is not possible. The case of the 908(R) cm-l band of PAIB is an interesting one. It is predicted to undergo a large shift in PAIB-ND, which is found, with this shift being in slightly better agreement with the 310-helix than the a-helix and in very poor agreement with the predictions of the a'-helix. As in PAIB, the bands near 820 cm-l clearly favor the 3,,-helix, as is now true of the 762(R) cm-l band and continues to be the case for the 640(R) cm-I band. The 583(R) cm-l band of PAIB is poorly reproduced by the 3,,-helix, but this may be due to the contribution of ND out-of-plane bend. A similar problem may exist with the 526(ir) cm-l band. The calculation suggests that the character and frequency of the 505(ir) cm-l band of PAIB should change significantly in PAIB-ND, but this is not apparent, and it is therefore difficult to use this band as an indicator of structure.
Below 500 cm-l, N-deuteration does not produce many changes in PAIB-ND as compared to PAIB. It is interesting, however, that a calculated A-species mode near 430 cm-l in PAIB, for which there was no observed counterpart, is predicted to shift down significantly in PAIB-ND, and the new observed 416(R) cm-l band is in distinctly better agreement with the 3,,-helix.
CONCLUSIONS
The ir and Raman spectra of PAIB prepared as monomolecular films, when combined with normal mode calculations on 3,,, a-, and a'-helices, indicate strongly that the chain backbone has a 3,,-helix conformation. This is in agreement with conclusions reached from electron diffraction s t~d i e s .~,~ It is not only that the average discrepancy between observed and calculated frequencies is significantly less for the 3,,-helix as compared to the other two helical structures, although this is the case: for observed bands below 1700 cm-l the average observed discrepancy is 5.9 cm-' for the 3,,-helix, 10.1 cm-l for the a-helix, and 12.5 cm-' for the a'-helix. (We note that a discrepancy of 5-6 cm-l is typical of that found for the standard a-helix and &sheet structures to which the force field was refined.23) More importantly, certain special features of the spectra are accounted for better by the 310-helix: the presence and observed splitting of the two u; modes, where only one band is seen for the a-helix; the larger splitting between ir and Raman amide I modes than is predicted, or found, for a-helix structures; the significantly higher amide I1 frequency; and the significantly better agreement for the amide V mode. Other, more general, agreement with the 3,,-helix is evident throughout the spectral range.
